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with vsan in a 6.5 environment you can create an array
regardless of the total array disk (tad) size of the cache
pool. you simply use the vmware-vdisk-layout command

and pass the caches/mls and array size as parameters. for
the free version of starwind vsan you must enroll a new
cloud account in order to establish new connections. if

you enrol in a cloud account where no vmware license is
associated to the account, the demo license will be

applied to the cloud account. before building a cloud
account, we recommend you to enter one as a cluster

member. please note that the vmsa-fsns vsan license will
not be automatically assigned to this new cloud account,
therefore, starwind vsan free will not be configured with
this cloud account. if you modify an existing account, the

new license will be taken into account. vsan can be
deployed in a clustered environment based on vmware
fault domains (fault domains), so that it will have high
availability (ha) and fault-tolerance. most often, fault

domains are implemented via multiple hosts connected to
a fabric, like a cluster, using a storage vmotion (vmotion)
service and vcenter server. for more information see: with
vsan in the 6.5 environment, you can take advantage of
the replication and the snapshot benefits of the resource

pool manager. this feature helps administrators
accelerate their vm access to a new vsan-based storage

array before it has been deployed. to enable such benefits
in a resource pool, you must enable the proper replication
and snapshot configuration settings for the resource pool.
for more information, see resource pool management in

the documentation.
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assuming that you don't have a
license yet, time for you to click
ok and take a spot. if you have
already got 1 or more licenses,
click ok and quickly click on yes

to confirm how you want to
handle these licenses, either
raise the quantity or opt for a

refund of the whole quantity.all
licenses will be modified at the

same time. ok to begin
performing. you will be shown a
pop-up window, with a web link

that gives you the option to
generate a fresh group-based

permit. click on ok.a new permit
will end up being presented in
your case, for the reason that
permits are dependent on a

product section. you need to do
the identical once more to
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quickly consider it. remember,
you'll be able to modify and re-
assign permits as much as 10

times per vsphere product
section before the permit

expires, therefore you can't
remove the permit after it has
been assigned to the product
section. however, permits can

also be rescinded to cease
supply and not ever perform,

whenever you no longer require
a licence. we would really like to
get started. after you click ok,
you'll be taken back to your
permits listing. enter your

username and password. if you
want to use the myvmware.com

web page as the location for
your licenses in the vsphere

product section, click sign in to
myvmware.com. if you want to
locate them elsewhere, click

change to myvmware. click the
sql db builder button, so that
you can connect to the permit

database.on the next web page,
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click ok to start the database
details for this product.on the

next web page, ensure that you
scan all the folders prior to

clicking scan. click next.
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